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Focal-Plane Arrays With Improved
Scan Capabilities

Aleksei Dubok and A. Bart Smolders , Senior Member, IEEE,

Abstract— This article investigates the limits of focal-plane
array (FPA) technology by studying a double-reflector antenna
system with wide-angle scan capabilities. The proposed reflector
configurations are analyzed in terms of effective isotropic radi-
ated power (EIRP) maximization, minimization of the required
total number of array elements for a wide-scan range, and the
highest number of simultaneously active array elements of the
phased-array feed. Presented configurations have capabilities to
operate in the scan range up to ±30◦ in azimuth (±35 beamwidths
scan) and ±3◦ in elevation. It has been demonstrated how
different optimizations could allow to build systems with varying
performance in terms of the key operation parameters, such
as array size, EIRP, and the number of active array elements.
A detailed analysis is provided that demonstrates the potential
applicability of this concept in future millimeter-wave (mm-wave)
applications.

Index Terms— 5G, 6G, antenna array, focal-plane arrays
(FPAs), millimeter-wave (mm-wave), reflector antennas, reflector
modeling, wide-scan range, wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOCAL-PLANE arrays (FPAs) form a promising antenna
technology allowing to combine the benefits of reflector-

based systems that provide high antenna directivities and
phased arrays, which are traditionally used for multibeam and
electronic beam-scanning applications. As a result, FPAs are
widely used in radio astronomy [1], satellite and point-to-
point communications [2], and low-cost Ka-band (30–40 GHz)
multifunction radars [3]. An interesting area of research is to
investigate if FPAs can be used to realize base stations (also
referred to as remote radio units) for future millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) wireless communications infrastructure to meet
the demands of 5G and beyond.

One of the main limiting factors of the existing solutions for
mm-wave 5G base stations is the limited range and insufficient
power budget due to the lack of system directivity [4], [5]. This
leads to the necessity to use a huge number of array elements
when using traditional phased array-based systems. The FPA
concept could solve those issues if it would be possible to
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design the FPA systems with wide-scan capabilities. The pro-
posed concept should demonstrate an improved performance
compared with the traditionally used phased arrays in terms
of required array elements.

Traditionally, reflector systems have limited scanning poten-
tial and are dedicated to applications that required high direc-
tivity within an extremely narrow angular section. Classical
reflectors focus the received wave front on a relatively small
spot in the focal plane. Multibeam operation with such reflec-
tors is normally done by placing a few separate feeds in the
focal plane. This approach only works well over a relative
small angular range, since the point in the focal plane on which
the energy is focused deviates strongly with increasing offset
angle [6], [7], even for small offset angles with respect to
broadside.

The use of arrays as feeds for reflector systems allows
scanning the main beam over a wider angular range. At the
same time, the focusing properties of traditional reflectors
significantly deteriorate during scanning. As a result, only a
small number of active array elements are typically used in
the focal plane [6], [8], [9], [10]. This limits the number of
simultaneously available beams or scan range [11], [12] and
limits the achievable effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
[13], [14], [15]. At the same time, the required array size
grows dramatically with increased scan range requirements.
Nevertheless, the array feed could compensate the reflector
defocusing to achieve a high level of EIRP over the entire scan
range. At the same time, mutual reposition of the reflector and
array feed, so-called axial displacement of the array, allows
to increase the number of involved array elements within the
required scan range [16]. Moreover, the previously presented
paper [10] demonstrates that it is possible to optimize the
scan performance of FPAs and to improve its scan capabilities.
In [10], we have investigated a complex offset double-reflector
system, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, which provides a scan
range of ±20◦ in the azimuth plane.

In this article, we will bring the concept of [10] to a next
level by addressing the following research challenges:

1) investigation of the maximum achievable scan range that
FPA systems can provide, in particular for the double-
reflector model with wide-scan capabilities;

2) decrease the beam deviation in the focal plane region
during scanning;

3) investigation of the most crucial factors of wide scan-
ning FPAs, such as the array size required to provide
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Fig. 1. Complex offset double-reflector model [10].

Fig. 2. Complex offset double-reflector model with discontinuities of the
3-D offset reflector [10].

increased scanning capabilities, effects of different sub-
reflector sizes and limits in case of 2-D scanning, and
the ratio between the number of active array elements
versus the total number of array elements;

4) explore configurations with a wide illumination area of
the array to maximize the EIRP;

5) develop a wideband FPA system, operating over a
wide operational bandwidth in K- and Ka-band between
20 and 40 GHz.

Similar to [10], we will work at a frequency of 30 GHz. It is
important to note that the results of array size minimization are
not only related to a certain scan range, but also to the reflector
sizes. It is obviousthat for identical operational conditions,
such as the scan range or reflector type, a larger main reflector
could provide a higher directivity.

The structure of this article is as follows. Section II
describes the concept of a complex offset double-reflector
model optimized for different optimization goals. The situation
with sub-reflectors is more complicated and is discussed in
Section III where we will show reflector optimization results

for a minimum array size for different sizes of the sub-
reflectors. Both length and height of the sub-reflectors have
been varied for those optimizations. Section IV discusses the
most challenging optimization of the required array size for
2-D scanning with fixed sizes of the reflectors. In addition
to the previously used azimuth scan range up to ±30◦ cor-
responding to ±35 beamwidths scan for a 0.8 m reflector at
30 GHz [10], an additional elevation scan range up to ±3◦ is
demonstrated.

II. DOUBLE-REFLECTOR ANTENNA WITH IMPROVED

SCAN CAPABILITIES

The traditional problems for FPAs with a wide-scan range
are twofold: 1) we need to use a relatively large array to
compensate for the beam deviation while scanning and 2) we
need to use a sufficient number of active array elements to
meet the required EIRP level. At the same time, the array
elements are costly in such systems, and the idea is to use
them as much as possible. It is required to have a mechanism
to connect the defined properties of the system, required direc-
tivity, scan range, and overall dimensions, with the properties
of the array, such as array size and the number of involved
elements. Knowing such relations, it is possible to find a way
to control, optimize, and improve the FPA properties over the
entire scan range. Such a method as a strictly deterministic
mathematical algorithm has been proposed by Dubok et al.
[10]. Our model uses a geometrical optics (GO) approach,
which applies Snell’s law according to [17], [18], and [19].
When we describe the reflector surface as a mathematical
function and divide the surface into a finite number of points,
it is possible to find the normal at each point of the reflector.
Based on Snell’s law, the reflected wave in each reflector point
can be calculated. In this way, the field distribution in the array
plane can be determined, resulting in a cost function used in
our optimization process.

The concept presented in [10] investigates a complex offset
double-reflector model (Figs. 1 and 2) for a scan range of
±20◦ in the azimuth plane without scanning in the elevation
plane. The size of the array in the elevation plane has been
fixed to 4 cm, and in the azimuth plane, the size is subject
of optimization; see Fig. 1. The main reflector size is 0.8 m
diameter, which provides a maximum directivity of 48 dBi
at 30 GHz. The maximum sub-reflector size is limited to
83 × 30 cm. The obtained configuration has been used to
construct a prototype for experimental validation (see Fig. 3).
The simulation and measurement results confirm the proposed
method and prove that the optimization algorithm works well
and allows to significantly improve the performance within a
predefined scan range, such as array size minimization and
the maximization of the ratio of active array elements in
FPAs. Nevertheless, the question about the applicability of the
proposed method for other optimization goals (beyond ±20◦
in azimuth and with additional limited scan in the elevation
plane) has not been disclosed. In addition, other scan range
requirements could also lead to other optimal configurations.
Thus, in the frame of this article, additional investigations are
done.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of the prototype using a complex offset double-reflector
setup [10].

In the proposed configuration of paper [10], the reflector
elevation incline angle β acts as one of the geometrical
parameters optimized by GO [20], [21]; see Fig. 1. This
incline is also visible in the photograph of the prototype in
Fig. 3. It is important to note that this parameter has been
limited during optimization with a maximum value for up to
40◦. It is obvious that with a higher elevation incline, the
effective area of the main reflector will be lower, reduced
according to cosβ. As a result, the directivity of the reflector
system will degrade with increasing β. At the same time,
as will be demonstrated in this article, the introduction of
this elevation aspect could improve the optimization results
for reflector minimization during scanning. To find a balanced
solution within this article, the reflector optimizations have
been done for three different maximum values of β defined
in the optimization code. Similar to [10], one compilation of
optimization limits the maximum value for β to 40◦, which
is related to a 23.4% potential loss of directivity. Two other
cases limit the maximum β to 20◦ and 0◦, which is equivalent
to a potential loss of directivity of 6% and 0%, respectively.

In [10], the optimization has been done for a “complex”
or multivariable set of optimization goals. This set is a
combination of the minimum required array size to realize
a certain scan range and the maximization of the ratio of
active versus non-active array elements. Depending on the FPA
application, different optimization goals could be more rele-
vant than others. Thus, to cover the technology applicability,
it is necessary to investigate optimization goals that improve a
certain aspect of the FPA. For example, the overall number of
array elements could be minimized by minimizing the array
dimension during operation within the required scan range.
Nevertheless, the foundation stone is the optimization of the
ratio of active versus total number of array elements of the
FPA within the scan range.

We will introduce a new parameter RATA, which represents
the Ratio between the number of Active array elements con-
tributing to the reflector illumination for a certain scan angle
to the Total number of Array elements [10]. The RATA will
vary over the scan range, between the minimum and maximum
values, as illustrated in Fig. 4. A high RATA results in a high
EIRP level.

Fig. 4 presents the typical situation for classical prime-
focused reflectors. For larger scan angles, the focusing

Fig. 4. Maximum and minimum RATA of FPA within the scan range.

properties of the reflector deteriorate, and the beam is broad-
ened in the array plane. As a result, the number of active
array elements is at its minimum for broadside operation and
increases with scanning, reaching a maximum at the maximum
scan incline.

For classical prime-focused reflectors, the field distribution
in the focal plane is presented as an Airy pattern with ring-like
distribution. The aperture efficiency if found by integrating
the electric field on the focal plane along the aperture and
normalizing it to the total power received by the reflector [22].
For standard reflector configurations, an aperture efficiency
of 100% for a given field distribution in the array plane can
only be achieved by using an infinitely large aperture radius.
The array element is considered active if it is included in
the aperture radius related to an aperture efficiency of 80%
[8]. It is obvious that for different reflector configurations that
operate within a defined scan range, the field distribution in
the focal plane could take various forms. Nevertheless, the
definition of “active array element” remains relevant [10].

Within this article, we will extend the optimization method
of the paper [10] by investigating in Section II-A how the
multivariable optimization can be extended to more extreme
scan ranges up to ±30◦. Next to this, alternative optimization
goals will be investigated in Sections II-B–II-E. Table I sum-
marizes all optimizations described in Section II. Section II-F
summarizes the results achieved by different optimization
methods.

For all optimizations, we have used a fixed array size of
4 cm in the elevation plane. The main reflector size is 0.8 m
in diameter, and the maximum allowed sub-reflector size is
100 × 45 cm.

A. Multivariable Optimization Goal

Within this subparagraph, the optimization results for 21 dif-
ferent reflectors configurations for a multivariable optimization
goal are presented. The configurations vary based on the
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZATION DESCRIBED IN SECTION II

TABLE II

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS WITH MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE

COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 40◦

TABLE III

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS WITH MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE

COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 20◦

maximum required scan range and are based on the maximum
allowed angle β of the reflector configuration; see Fig. 1. The
scan range starts from 0◦ (broadside operation) and increases
up to ±30◦ maximum. Each scan range corresponds to differ-
ent optimized reflector configurations. The multivariable set of
optimization goals combines minimum array size and maxi-
mization of the RATA. The optimization set combines those
goals with the same weighting coefficients as in paper [10].

Table II contains the optimization results of the complex
offset double-reflector models for β limited to 40◦, and
Tables III and IV for 20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

A comparison between reflector configurations with differ-
ent limits on β is presented in Fig. 5 for varying array sizes
and in Fig. 6 for the RATA.

An azimuth scan range of 0◦ corresponds to broadside
operation only. If we do not scan, the minimum and maximum
RATA values are always equal to 100%, since there is no

TABLE IV

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS WITH MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE
COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 0◦

Fig. 5. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized
for a multivariable goal.

Fig. 6. RATA for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized for
a multivariable goal.

beam deviation related to scanning. As a result, for broadside,
we only minimize the required array size.

In case of scanning, it is possible to optimize the RATA
of the reflector configuration within a defined scan range.
Each scan range corresponds to different optimized reflector
configurations and to different minimum and maximum RATA
values. For example, the configuration optimized to operate
within a scan range of ±20◦ will have a certain minimum and
maximum RATA within this ±20◦ range. The configuration
optimized to work within ±30◦ is going to be different and
will have other minimum and maximum RATA values; see
Tables II–IV.

When only optimizing the maximum RATA, we improve
the best-case operation, the best-case peak EIRP. At other scan
angles, the RATA might be much lower. On the other hand,
when we only optimize the minimum RATA, we improve the
RATA over the whole scan range. Both optimization goals
could be combined with a certain proportion. Those could
be interesting for radar application, since system sensitivity
could be optimized in a certain direction and balanced with a
minimum required sensitivity in other directions.

Table II contains the results of the reflector optimization
for ±20◦ scanning with a limit of 40◦ of the maximum β; see
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TABLE V

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR EIRP MAXIMIZATION USING A
MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 40◦

Fig. 5. This is the same optimization requirement as for the
proposed configuration in paper [10]. The required minimum
array size, which was 28 cm in paper [10] based on physical
optics (PO) simulations in GRASP [23], is now reduced to
21.7 cm in this article based on GO optimization code. The
slight improvement can be explained by the fact that in [10],
the sub-reflector length has been limited to 83 cm due to
the prototype production restrictions, while in this article, the
maximum dimension of sub-reflector size has been limited
to 1 m.

From Fig. 5, it is clear that the required array size is
increasing with increased scan range quite linearly. In addition,
there is a clear difference versus incline angle. A limit of β to
20◦ results in an increase of the required array size of almost
a factor of 3 for a scan range of ±30◦ as compared with the
situation of a 40◦ limit of β. In case β = 0◦, the required
array size is more than five times larger as compared with the
maximum value for β = 40◦. From Fig. 6, we can observe
a similar trend for the RATA. Both the maximum and the
minimum RATA values show a degradation with strict limits
on β and degradation for wider scan ranges. Thus, it is obvious
that some degradation in directivity could be acceptable to
significantly reduce the array size and, as a result, the number
of array elements for a wide-scan range.

B. Maximization of EIRP Within Defined Scan Range

Within this section, the optimization results for another
21 different reflectors configurations when maximizing the
EIRP are presented. As in the previous case, the configurations
vary based on the maximum required scan range and are based
on the maximum allowed β angle.

For this optimization, it is possible to create a situation
where the entire array is active for a certain scan angle, so we
could achieve a maximum RATA of 100%. In this situation,
a second optimization factor will be used that will minimize
the overall array dimension if the maximum RATA achieves
100%.

Within this article, we investigate the use case when the
maximum RATA is optimized for broadside operation. If the
maximum RATA for this optimization achieves 100%, this
means that this configuration has all elements active for
broadside operation and at the same time capable to provide
scanning within the defined scan range (of course with less
RATA than 100% for non-broadside operation) and achieves
all of that with a minimum required array size. An example
of such a system is presented in Fig. 7.

Table V contains the optimization results of complex
offset double-reflector models for β limited to 40◦, and
Tables VI and VII for 20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

Fig. 7. Illustration of an FPA with scanning capabilities and with the
maximum RATA equal to 100% for broadside operation.

TABLE VI

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE EIRP MAXIMIZATION USING A
MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 20◦

TABLE VII

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE EIRP MAXIMIZATION USING A

MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 0◦

A comparison between the reflector configurations is pre-
sented in Fig. 8 for varying array sizes and in Fig. 9 for the
RATA.

Tables V and VI show the optimized results with a max-
imum β of 40◦ and 20◦, respectively. As we can see from
those tables, within the investigated azimuth scan range up to
±30◦, there is always a situation for each reflector when the
entire array is active. Thus, in those tables, the array size is
also optimized for minimum dimensions. Table VII contains
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Fig. 8. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized
for EIRP maximization.

Fig. 9. RATA for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized for
EIRP maximization.

the results of the reflector optimization without the possibility
of elevation incline. As we can observe, this implies a more
challenging situation on the peak EIRP optimization, and only
within a limited scan range up to ±10◦, it is possible to achieve
the situation that all array elements are active for broadside
operation. For scan ranges beyond ±10◦, the optimization is
done only for peak EIRP and does not include the array size
minimization.

Similar to the previous optimization, Fig. 8 shows that the
required array size is increasing with increased scan range in
an almost linear way and with a stricter limit of the maximum
β. Moreover, the limit on β limits the optimized peak EIRP
as we could see in Fig. 9. For β = 40◦ and β = 20◦,
the maximum RATA is equal to 100% for all investigated
scan ranges. Whereas for β = 0◦, the maximum RATA is
decreasing linearly with increasing azimuth scan range. On the
other hand, the minimum RATA is the highest when β = 0◦.
This means that the difficulty to achieve the highest peak
EIRP is in some way compensated by a higher minimum
RATA.

C. Minimum RATA

Within this section, the optimization results for 21 differ-
ent reflectors configurations toward increasing the minimum
RATA are presented. The lowest RATA value within the scan
range characterizes how efficient array elements are used.
Normally, this parameter is a weak spot of traditional reflector
configurations. Classical prime-focused reflectors have a very
low RATA while scanning, so most of the array elements
remain inactive [24], [25]. The complex offset double-reflector
model of [10] allows to have about a quarter of the array
elements to be active within a ±20◦ scan range. Here, we will
explore if we can further improve the minimum RATA at the
cost of deteriorating other characteristics.

TABLE VIII

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF THE MINIMUM
RATA USING A MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 40◦

TABLE IX

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF THE MINIMUM

RATA USING A MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 20◦

TABLE X

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF THE MINIMUM

RATA USING A MULTIVARIABLE GOAL FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET
DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 0◦

Fig. 10. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized
for maximization of the minimum RATA.

Table VIII contains the optimization results for maximizing
the minimum RATA for β limited to 40◦, and Tables IX and X
for 20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

A comparison between reflector configurations with differ-
ent limits on β is presented in Fig. 10 for the array size and
in Fig. 11 for the RATA.

According to Tables VIII–X, it is not possible to achieve
a situation that the entire array remains active within the
whole scan range. The minimum RATA is always less than
100% when there is a scan capability realized. Nevertheless,
we could see that a dedicated optimization of the complex off-
set double reflector allows obtaining results radically different
from classical prime-focused reflectors. If the prime-focused
reflector without reflector elevation incline has an RATA of
about 19% for 20◦ elevation incline [10], the corresponding
complex offset double reflector (see Table X) optimized for
±20◦ scan range has a minimum RATA of almost 60%.
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Fig. 11. RATA for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized for
maximization of the minimum RATA.

TABLE XI

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF EIRP AND

MINIMUM RATA FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 40◦

The costs of the achieved RATA improvement are visible
from Fig. 10. The sizes of the required arrays are significantly
larger than for other types of optimization. In addition, even
for a limited scan range, a larger array is required. For
reflectors with an elevation incline up to 40◦, the array is
almost independent of the scan range. For a strict limit to
β = 0◦, the array size remains almost constant up to 15◦ scan
range and then linearly increasing.

The RATA of Fig. 11 demonstrates that up to a 15◦ scan
range, it is possible to keep almost the entire array in active
mode for configurations with a maximum β of 20◦ and 40◦.
As we know, a β equal to 40◦ corresponds to a potential
loss of directivity of 23.4% and for a β value of 20◦ to 6%.
This fact proves that some compromise toward a potential
directivity drop and improvements of the array illumination
by the reflector, in terms of a RATA increase, could be done.
For β equal to 0◦, the maximum and minimum RATA values
strongly decrease for wider scan ranges.

D. Maximization of EIRP and the Minimum RATA

As we can see in Section II-C, the optimization of the
minimum RATA is leading to the fact that the maximum
RATA is also increasing. In addition, the optimization toward
peak EIRP is possible using up to 100% of the active array
elements for most of the configurations. Thus, it is interesting
to combine those goals in one optimization. Both the peak
EIRP and the minimum RATA are optimized with equal
optimization weight within this paragraph. The optimiza-
tion outcomes are again presented for 21 different reflectors
configurations.

When we look at the results of Section II-B, there is no
need for the second-order optimization factor, such as array
size minimization in this case. As it has been demonstrated,
the minimum RATA never achieves 100% within a nonzero
scan range. Thus, the combined goal never could be satisfied
fully.

TABLE XII

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF EIRP AND
MINIMUM RATA FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 20◦

TABLE XIII

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR THE MAXIMIZATION OF EIRP AND
MINIMUM RATA FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET

DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 0◦

Fig. 12. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized
for maximization of EIRP and minimum RATA.

Fig. 13. RATA for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized for
maximization of EIRP and minimum RATA.

Table XI contains the optimization results for β limited to
40◦, and Tables XII and XIII for 20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

A comparison between reflector configurations with differ-
ent limits on β is presented in Fig. 12 for array size and in
Fig. 13 for the RATA.

As we could see from Tables XI–XIII for the combined goal,
the maximum RATA could achieve 100%. This means that
within a scan range, there is a certain scan angle when all array
elements are going to be involved. For optimization results
with a maximum reflector incline angle up to 40◦ (Table XI),
the minimum RATA is also relatively close to 100%. Thus,
it is possible to claim that for β maximally equal to 40◦, the
optimization goal is almost satisfied within the investigated
scan range, and it is possible to build an FPA with maximum
use of the array elements.
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TABLE XIV

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR ARRAY SIZE MINIMIZATION FOR THE
COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 40◦

TABLE XV

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR ARRAY SIZE MINIMIZATION FOR THE

COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 20◦

TABLE XVI

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR ARRAY SIZE MINIMIZATION FOR THE

COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR β = 0◦

Similar to the optimization results of the previous section,
the cost of the improvement is the need for a larger overall
array size; see Fig. 12. For reflectors with a β of up to 20◦ and
40◦, the array size almost does not depend on the scan range.
In the case β = 0◦, the array size remains almost constant up
to a 15◦ scan range and then increases further for wider scan
ranges.

According to Fig. 13, the maximum RATA stays almost
up to 100% for a ±30◦ scan range for a maximum β of
40◦, within ±20◦—for a maximum β of 20◦ and ±10◦—for
a maximum β of 0◦.

E. Array Size Minimization

From a cost point of view, the most important configuration
could be the one that minimizes the overall number of required
array elements. In other words, to optimize the shape of the
reflector to achieve a minimum array size, it could provide
the required performance over the specified scan range. Within
this section, the optimization results for 21 different reflectors
configurations toward array size minimization are presented.

It is important to notice that the obtained optimization
results are scalable with the size of the reflectors and relevant
only for the chosen sizes and proportion of the main and sub-
reflectors.

Table XIV contains the optimization results of array min-
imization for β limited to 40◦, and Tables XV and XVI for
20◦ and 0◦, respectively.

Fig. 14. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized
for array size minimization.

Fig. 15. RATA for the complex offset double-reflector model optimized for
array size minimization.

A comparison between reflector configurations with differ-
ent limits on β is presented in Fig. 14 for the array size and
in Fig. 15 for the RATA.

According to Tables XIV–XVI, it is possible to achieve sig-
nificant array compactness compared with the previous cases.
In addition, we could see that dedicated optimization of the
complex offset double reflector allows to obtain significantly
different array sizes as compared with a similar configuration
presented in paper [10] where, for ±20◦ scanning, an array
length of 28 cm length was required. In the dedicated opti-
mization of this section, the configuration with the same β just
requires a maximum length of 15.1 cm to provide the same
scan range. This is achieved due to the dedicated optimization
and due to the larger sub-reflector size up to 1 m, against
83 cm of the paper [10].

The overall optimized array sizes almost increase quadrat-
ically with the scan range according to Fig. 14. For smaller
scan ranges, the elevation inclines practically do not affect
the required array size. However, with the increase in scan
range, the difference between configuration limits becomes
more pronounced and achieves a ratio of more than 6 for a
±30◦ scan range between β = 0◦ and β = 40◦.

The RATA of Fig. 15 demonstrates that there are certain
scan angles when a significant part of the array will be active.
However, the minimum RATA during scanning is significantly
reduced compared with the dedicated optimization for RATA
maximization (Section II-B). Combined with the factor that
optimization toward a compact array also minimizes the over-
all number of elements, we can conclude that there will be
certain scan angles where the number of active elements is
really low.

F. Summary of Optimizations

An overview of the required array size for the different opti-
mization goals presented in the previous sections is provided
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Fig. 16. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model with
β =40◦ optimized for different goals.

Fig. 17. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model with
β = 20◦ optimized for different goals.

Fig. 18. Array size for the complex offset double-reflector model with
β = 0◦ optimized for different goals.

in Fig. 16 for reflector configurations with maximum β = 40◦;
see Fig. 17—20◦, and Fig. 18—0◦, respectively.

As we could see, there is a trade-off between different array
characteristics. We could minimize the array size and have
more complicated beamforming or have a significant RATA
within all scan ranges, but with a relatively large array size.
Interesting to notice is that the most significant difference
between the required array sizes is observed for cases where
the maximum β is equal to 40◦; see Fig. 16. For other
values of β, it is more difficult to optimize the reflector for a
certain optimization goal; see Figs. 17 and 18. Moreover, the
increase in the required scan range also minimizes the output
optimization results. The required array sizes of Figs. 17 and
18 are becoming the same or almost the same for a scan
range of ±30◦. Those factors demonstrate that there is a clear
limit on reflector designs with improved scanning capabilities.

TABLE XVII

ACHIEVED MINIMUM ARRAY SIZE OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE
REFLECTOR FOR DIFFERENT SUB-REFLECTOR SIZES

Scan ranges wider than ±30◦ are not advisable, since it
is impossible to improve the reflector to obtain acceptable
characteristics of the array. In addition, the optimization effect
will be significant only if there are compromises on the
directivity which the reflectors could provide as compared with
classical reflector configurations.

III. ARRAY SIZE MINIMIZATION FOR DIFFERENT

SUB-REFLECTOR SIZES

The previously presented optimization results of the array
size minimization are relevant for a certain size of the main
and sub-reflectors. The size of the main reflector defines the
directivity of the whole system. In addition, scaling the main
reflector size will cause a scaling of the required sub-reflector
and array. The RATA will remain the same. Normally, the
main reflector is the bulkiest part of the system and defines
the required directivity, while the sub-reflector could be a bit
smaller and stretched out in one of the dimensions to provide
scan capabilities. Thus, it is interesting to investigate how
the sub-reflector size could affect the scan capabilities of the
whole system.

Within this section, the optimization results for 49 different
reflectors configurations toward array length minimization are
presented for different sub-reflector sizes. The investigation is
done for a complex offset double-reflector model with a β
of 40◦. The required scan range has been fixed to ±20◦ in
the azimuth plane. In the orthogonal non-scanning plane, the
width of the array has been fixed to 4 cm. The sub-reflector
sizes Dys vary from 80 to 110 cm in the scanning plane and
Dzs from 15 to 30 cm in the orthogonal plane.

The optimization results of the array size minimization are
presented in Table XVII, the maximum RATA in Table XVIII,
and the minimum RATA in Table XIX.

According to Table XVII, there is an optimum size of the
sub-reflector for a defined reflector specification. We could
see that the minimum array size is achieved with a sub-
reflector size of 90–100 cm in the scan plane and 25 cm in the
orthogonal plane. Both dimensions are affecting the achieved
size of the array. In addition, from Table XVII, we can see the
limitation of Dzs , which has a significant effect on the array
size. It is also important to notice that a further increase in
the dimensions of the sub-reflectors does not help to minimize
the array size further.
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Fig. 19. Array size for 2-D scanning with the complex offset double reflector. Azimuth scan range up to ±30◦ and elevation scan range up to ±3◦.

TABLE XVIII

MAXIMUM RATA OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR

MODEL FOR DIFFERENT SUB-REFLECTOR SIZES

TABLE XIX

MINIMUM RATA OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE REFLECTOR FOR

DIFFERENT SUB-REFLECTOR SIZES

The maximum RATA (Table XVIII) depends on the sub-
reflector size in a straightforward way. With increasing
sub-reflector size, the maximum number of simultaneously
involved elements within the defined scan range is also
increasing. It is achieving almost 100% for a maximum Dzs

of 30 cm. The minimum RATA (Table XIX) in its turn has a
mixed dependence. However, some of the sub-reflector sizes
achieve a minimum RATA of up to 40%. For example, one of
the smallest achieved arrays corresponded to a Dzs equal to
25 cm and a Dys equal to 90 cm.

IV. ARRAY SIZE MINIMIZATION FOR 2-D SCANNING

Next to scanning in the azimuth plane, scanning in elevation
could be very useful, for example, to compensate for antenna
tower vibrations due to wind, which could lead to a beam
misalignment of a few degrees [15]. Thus, in addition to the
wide-scan capabilities in the azimuth plane, it is crucial to have
a limited scanning functionality in the opposite orthogonal
plane. In the previous paragraph, we have seen that the sizes
of both sub-reflectors affect the minimum required array size.

Within this section, the optimization results for 49 different
reflectors configurations toward array size minimization are
presented for scanning in two planes. Similar to the previous
cases, the scanning in azimuth is investigated in the range of
up to ±30◦. In the orthogonal elevation plane, the scan range
is limited to ±3◦. The investigation is done for a complex
offset double reflector with β = 40◦. The sub-reflector size
is 100 × 45 cm. The desired array size is minimized in the
main scanning plane and remains equal to 4 cm in the elevation
plane.

Table XX presents the optimization results of the array size
and associated dimensions. Fig. 19 presents a comparative
analysis of the minimum required array size for different scan
ranges in azimuth and elevation. The maximum RATA is pre-
sented in Table XXI, and the minimum RATA in Table XXII.

According to Table XX, as has been expected, the minimum
required array size strongly depends on the scanning require-
ments in both planes. We can observe in Fig. 19 that scanning
in the elevation plane makes the array size minimization much
more challenging. For example, for scanning up to ±20◦ in the
azimuth plane (red color in Fig. 19), the required array size
is significantly larger in both dimensions if there is scanning
in the elevation plane. For 0◦ scan in elevation, the array size
is 19 × 4.4 cm, whereas for ±3◦, we obtain a size of 28.6 ×
13.1 cm. The main reason is the difficulty to avoid blockage
when we scan in the elevation plane. In addition, the focusing
properties of the reflectors are sacrificed for wider scanning.
The overall shapes of the reflector are more stretched in the
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TABLE XX

ACHIEVED MINIMUM ARRAY SIZE FOR THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE-REFLECTOR MODEL FOR 2-D SCANNING

TABLE XXI

MAXIMUM RATA OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE

REFLECTOR FOR 2-D SCANNING

TABLE XXII

MINIMUM RATA OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE

REFLECTOR FOR 2-D SCANNING

azimuth plane where the main scanning is provided. Moreover,
according to Table XX, a larger array size is required for an
increased scan range in each of the planes.

The maximum RATA (Table XXI) depends quite straight-
forward on the scan requirements. As could be expected for
zero scan in both planes, all array elements are all-time active.
With increasing scan range, the maximum RATA is gradually
decreasing and achieves a minimum for the widest scan ranges
in both planes.

The minimum RATA (Table XXII) has a maximum value for
the non-scanning cases. For other situations, it is significantly
lower and demonstrates that most of the array elements are
not involved in 2-D scanning. The most challenging situation

TABLE XXIII

MAIN REFLECTOR SHAPE OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE REFLECTOR

FOR 2-D SCANNING. “H” STANDS FOR A HYPERBOLIC SHAPE, AND

“P” STANDS FOR A PARABOLIC SHAPE

TABLE XXIV

SUB-REFLECTOR SHAPE OF THE COMPLEX OFFSET DOUBLE REFLECTOR

FOR 2-D SCANNING. “H” STANDS FOR A HYPERBOLIC SHAPE, AND
“P” STANDS FOR A PARABOLIC SHAPE

occurs for an elevation scan range up to ±3◦. In this case,
the RATA drops to a few percent due to the significant beam
deviation and limited focusing properties in the offset plane.

Traditionally, the parabolic shape is considered the most
common type of surface for classical prime focus reflectors
[26]. It is also well known that a spherical reflector could
provide a minimum beam deviation during scanning [6].
Nevertheless, the situation for the investigated complex offset
double reflector is more complicated. The main reflector shape
for different scan ranges is presented in Table XXIII, and for
the sub-reflector in Table XXIV.
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From Tables XXIII and XXIV, we could see that parabolic
reflector shapes are not always the optimal solutions. It really
depends on the scanning requirements. For the main reflector,
the parabolic shape has a mixed variation of hyperbolic and
parabolic shapes, whereas the optimal shape of the sub-
reflector is always a hyperbolic shape.

V. CONCLUSION

Within this article, a detailed analysis of FPA configurations
has been presented in terms of technology limits for wide-
angle scanning. It has been shown how different optimizations
could allow building systems with various performances in
terms of the key operating parameters, such as array size,
EIRP, and the RATA.

It is possible to improve the best-case operation or create
configurations where the entire array is active for a certain scan
angle, with a maximum RATA of 100%. For instance, reflector
configurations can be obtained with all elements active for
broadside operation. At the same time, these configurations
are capable to provide scanning within the defined range at
the expense of a much lower RATA.

For improving the overall array performance, we only opti-
mize the minimum RATA or improve the RATA over the whole
scan range. The minimum RATA is always well below 100%
when there is a scan capability realized. Nevertheless, we have
shown that this parameter can be significantly improved using
optimization. The proposed double reflector is optimized for
a ±20◦ scan range and provides a minimum RATA of almost
60%, while for classical prime-focused reflectors, this is equal
to 19% only.

It is also possible to significantly reduce the required array
size by a dedicated optimization. With a size of the main
reflector of 80 cm, the minimum array size to provide ±20◦
azimuth scanning is equal to 15.1 × 4 cm, while for a classical
prime-focused reflector, the array size is 52 × 9 cm (the latter
was presented in [10]). The required minimum array size is
significantly larger in both dimensions when we also require
additional scanning in the elevation plane.

The ratio between the main and sub-reflector can also be
subject to optimization. We have shown that there are optimum
dimensions of the sub-reflector in order to achieve a minimum
array size.

Overall, it has been shown that there is a trade-off between
different FPA characteristics. It is possible to minimize the
array size and, at the same time, have a smaller number of
active array elements or have a significant RATA within all
scan ranges, but with a relatively large array size.
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